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Pine mountain fire logs price

Our traditional firelogs are the perfect edible day or weekend fireside experience. Swerp every day for a moment of magic with a simple punch of a match. Pine Mountain Ultraflame Firelogs, features larger, bolder flames with a split-log shape that enhances the flame and fire experience. Our firefighters
light wood fires quickly and efficiently both indoors and outdoors. Our fires produce 80% less carbon monoxide emissions and up to 75% less particulate matter compared to cordwood fires. Almost all of our ingredients come from renewable sources, including pecan shells and molasses. Our use of
recycled materials such as hardwood saws, candle wax and coffee deposits reduces waste by more than £100 million a year. Sign up to stay up to date on our promotions, recipes and promotions. + EUR 58,40 Addl. Costs $44.61Get it by Tue, Jan 5 - Wed, Jan 13 from Lakewood, New Jersey • New
status • 14 days returns - Buyers pay return shipping 80% cleaner than real wood. Patented clean combustion technology. Quick light. A new concentrated formula. Perfect fire log for a cozy fire on a cool evening or adding atmosphere to your special party. See shipping details • New status • 30-day
returns - Buyers pay return shipping They are inspired by nature and made from natural and renewable raw materials. That's why we've made it our mission to give you nature-inspired products that make it easier to nest up to a cozy fire, in a fireplace or around a bonfire, with a simple strike match. Check
out all 14 brand new listings ordering groceries online for delivery or PickupFresh groceries at great prices from all your favorite stores – for as fast as 1 hour! Grills &amp; Outdoor Cooking LIGHTS FAST AND EASY: Simply light the packaging and enjoy a bright fire in minutes with a 4-hour burning time.
CLEAN &amp; GREEN: Our fire extinguishing materials burn cleaner than firewood, produce up to 80% less carbon monoxide and 75% less particulate matter.* Almost all the materials in our products are made from renewable sources, so you can be sure that your choice is clean. LONG-LASTING
ATMOSPHERE: Logs burn for up to 4 hours and provide the perfect natural atmosphere with large, bold flames. It's quick &amp; easy to light and burns more evenly and consistently than real wood. It comes wrapped in paper for no-mess handling &amp; portability. EASY &amp; AUTHENTIC: We're
dedicated to bringing you only the finest quality, nature-inspired products that make it easy for you &amp; your family to cozy up in front of the fireplace or gather around the campfire, with a simple strike of a match. These firelogs are made from recycled biomass products such as hardwood sawdust and
ground tree nutshells. This product may give you chemicals, including soot and wood dust, which are known by the state of California to cause cancer, and carbon monoxide, which is known by the state of California, to birth defects or other reproductive damage. For more information, visit
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.1. Without tearing, release the paper around firelog. 2. Place one firelog on the grate, near the back of the wood fireplace with the Pine Mountain logo facing the room. 3. Lift the top seam and light on each arrow. Close the fireplace screen. Instacart delivers fresh foodProduction
prices, from multiple storesAll your favorite local storesPersonal customers choose all the highest quality items for youSuched as fast as 1 hourInstacart delivers fresh foodProduction prices, from multiple storesAll your favorite local storesPersonal shoppers choose all the highest quality items for
youDelivered in as fast as 1 hour Made from recycled materialLog / Starter Weight (lbs.) 3.8 ©2020 Wal Stores, Inc.
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